
OLC Online Teaching Certificate Program

How did you hear about the OLC Online Teaching Certificate Program?
I heard about OLC from a colleague - the other instructor that 
teaches fully online. She went through the program and discussed 
her experience with our Distance Learning Advisory Group. Our 
(then) Director of e-Learning mentioned that they would like more 
faculty to go through this professional development, so I expressed 
my interest right away.

Why did you choose the OLC Online Teaching Certificate 
Program? 
To improve my online courses to benefit my students and also 
my institution. Going through the program means that our e-
Learning program now has two OLC certified instructors. That 
helps add prestige to our e-Learning program and to the 
institution.

How did the program help you in your position/career?  
Becoming a better online instructor and addressing the 
weaknesses in my courses will help me to help my students be 
more successful. I also think that having this credential added to 
my vitae will be important in helping me with respect to 
promotion. 

“The OLC Online Teaching Certificate Program is an experience 
that will help you take your online teaching to the next level.” 

Teresa Hutchins, Associate Professor of Political Science
Georgia Highlands College
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TOP PROGRAM BENEFITS
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• Identify weaknesses in my 
course for improvements

• Enhance and create new 
assignments for a more 
active learning experience

• Experiment with 
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student engagement

• Learn to evaluate my 
courses with respect to 
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• Gain ideas for building 

How would you encapsulate the OLC Online Teaching Certificate Program?
The OLC Teaching Certificate Program is an experience that will help you take your 
online teaching to the next level by understanding the weaknesses in your 
courses, challenging you to think outside the box, allowing you to exercise your 
creativity, and providing feedback from multiple sources on what you create. 

To whom and why you would recommend the OLC Online Teaching 
Certificate Program?
I would absolutely recommend the program to fellow faculty, and have already 
started sharing what I learned in the program with other faculty at my institution. 
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